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notes are frequently followed by a 'chromatic tail', which plays an important, though
subsidiary role, in the work.

The opening Allegro, which appears after the brief introduction, serves as an
exposition of this basic material.The upward-thrusting notes are a clear musical reflection
of the quotation on the score: “Life is a pure flame, and we live by an invisible sun within
us”.The second section is introduced after a hollow silence, by the slightly sinister sounds of
tubular bells, muted-string harmonics and reiterated harp notes: “But these are sad and
sepulchral pitchers, which have no joyful voices; silently expressing old mortality, the ruins
of forgotten time”.The high trill on the solo violin that closes this section is abruptly halted
by a harsh fortissimo wind-chord, which heralds a scherzo-like section: “Simplicity flies
away, and iniquity comes at long strides upon us”.This is a quite different scherzo from the
jubilant central section of the 4th Symphony, though it shares a similarly emphatic rhythmic
idea. The section ends with a brief reference back to the opening bars of the work, and a
pedal C (timpani-roll and low strings) links it to the final section: “Man is a noble animal,
splendid in ashes, and pompous in the grave”. This final quotation from Sir Thomas
Browne is reflected in the slow, solomn tread of a funeral march. The three-note motto,
heard dolefully at first on tubular bells, gradually flowers out into a long, expressive violin
melody which leads to a maestoso climax. As the climax fades, the motto is heard for the
last time, and the music sinks to rest onto a chord of E-major, a serenity which is disturbed
to the last by a distant, dissonant note from the muted horns.
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The slow movement, based on that figure of four weird notes, subscribes to the rhythmic
obsession of the whole symphony but chiefly cultivates its obsession with its own severely
limited melodic compass which it investigates mournfully and painfully but with the utmost
thoroughness (the diversity of orchestral colouring makes this investigation a positive
pleasure). When the harmonic world of this movement shifts, momentarily, there is a
dramatic release of tension though almost at once the 4-note idée fixe resumes as a sort of
funeral march ("rather too fast for a funeral march", the composer answered when I
mentioned this personal response to the music).

The third movement begins firmly and rhythmically in C; menacingly also, and there
is a strong hint of the emotional world tapped by Gustav Holst in Mars which explains
Alwyn's concern, while the symphony was being composed, about the threat of another
world war. This menace leads to a burst of contrapuntal vigour, an aspiring melody, an
access of luscious sonority, further tension, and eventual triumph which has to be
investigated further by the composer before the coda confirms it at the last minute.

WILLIAM MANN 

The period between the 4th and 5th Symphonies witnessed a growing preoccupation in
Alwyn's music with the human voice, and a response to literature proved to be the
inspiration for his SSYYMMPPHHOONNYY  NNoo..55 (an Arts Council commission for the 1973 Norwich
Triennial Festival). It is dedicated "to the immortal memory of Sir Thomas Browne (1605-
1682)" whose great elegy on death was published in 1658 under the title of
'HYDRIOTAPHIA: URN BURIAL, or a Discourse of the Sepulchral Urns lately found in
Norfolk'. To each section of this one-movement symphony there is attached a quotation
from the book. But this is not in any sense a pictorial work.The listener unacquainted with
the splendours of Sir Thomas's prose will find this no handicap to his appreciation. The
composer's homage– "the repayment of a life-long debt" –is in purely musical terms.

The symphony falls into four clearly-defined sections, corresponding to the normal
symphonic movements. The basic material of the work is a three-note motto which can be
heard on brass and woodwind immediately after the initial flurry of strings. Unlike the 4th
Symphony, however, this motto is based on a rhythmic shape rather than on a gamut of
notes. It takes various pitch-forms–usually tone followed by tritone–with an
upward–striving contour. In apposition to this is its reflection (its 'darker side').These three

ILLIAM ALWYN was born at Northhampton in 1905 and received his musical
education at the Royal Academy of Music where he gained scholarships for both flute

and composition. He was appointed to the staff of the RAM as a professor of composition in
1926, a position he held until 1955. His first orchestral work, Five Preludes, was given its first
performance during the 1927 Prom Season, conducted by Sir Henry Wood. He wrote his
first film-score in 1936 and over the next 25 years wrote music for nearly 200 documentary
and feature films, including such classics as Desert Victory (1943), Odd Man Out (1947) and
The Ship that died of Shame (1955). His Divertimento for Solo Flute, premièred at the
ISCM Festival in New York in 1941, marked the beginning of his maturity as a composer and
led to an impressive oeuvre of work, notably the five symphonies (1949-73). He was awarded
the CBE in 1978 and in 1982 was made an Honorary Doctor of Music by the University of
Leicester. He died in September 1985. TREVOR HOLD 

The division of Alwyn's SSEECCOONNDD  SSYYMMPPHHOONNYY into two parts provides an intermediary
rest for players and audience. Essentially, however, it is a one-movement composition (like
Liszt's B minor sonata) concerned throughout with a few themes first heard at the start.
They are a figure A for two bassoons echoed a third higher by strings (the sound of bassoons
remains home-ground for this symphony, nasal, somewhat raw, eminently clear); a rising
phrase B of three notes for violins; and three repeated notes C for low strings. Everything
later is derived from these ideas, whether the music is faster or slower. This is not the
classical method of symphonic construction, with first and second subjects, and with
development section and recapitulation.The ideas are audibly growing, being transformed,
interacting, all the time. For example, after C, the repeated notes for low strings, the
bassoons (followed later by high strings) cause the rising three-note figure B to stretch itself.
A sumptuous cello melody (taken up by trumpet) seems quite new but it too comes from B.
When the Molto moderato begins, after a downward rush and a pause, extensions (not the
first) of the repeated-note idea C are prominent, but gradually the brass bring forward a
noble rising figure, heard as a transformation of B (though the thirds originally come from
A, and it could be shown that B and C are fathered, like the whole symphony, by A).

The speed-directions show the main paragraphs of the symphony's two parts each of
which begins fast and ends slow, initial energy gradually being subsumed by spiritual
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intensity. The Adagio of Part 1 begins, after a bar's silence, with a cello solo derived from
various transformations of B and growing increasingly enrapt through the whole string
section. The movement ends with fragments of C, now become forlorn and ruminative
though still accompanied by wisps of B.The three repeated notes of C are reduced to two.

Part 2 begins as a scherzo: that two-beat form of C turns back into an inversion of the
"noble rising figure" mentioned above, while strings hammer out B before turning it into a
long, sinuous quick melody; the idea has been with us all through Part 1 but it sounds quite
new, because this is a new movement. The form of Part 2 somewhat resembles a scherzo
leading to a finale, as in Sibelius's second symphony, but not quite. The scherzo proceeds
energetically, involving C on the horns, some ticktocking bassoons and a blazing trumpet
solo. A lyrical tune, derived from A, erupts on high violins, followed by solo oboe, then by
strings again, fully extended. It might be the scherzo's Trio section, since after its collapse
the faster murmuring of the scherzo resumes. But the big melody returns and begins to
change shape; ideas overtly connected with Part 1 are added to recollections of the scherzo
music, at faster tempo. The music reduces to the original figure C, now identified with the
germ of the big lyrical melody, extremely plain and grand. Out of C, Largamente, comes
that big tune reshaped into impassioned D major, a point of symphonic arrival. Molto
tranquillo the orchestral departments slide effortlessly and antiphonally into a D minor
chorale tune, closely related and identifiable as figure A, the bassoon phrase from the start
of the symphony.The phrases disintegrate into three-note fragments as a bass cadence, but
in F, first minor then eventually major, the mode determined by memories of C on the brass,
final but strangely enigmatical.

While he was composing his TTHHIIRRDD  SSYYMMPPHHOONNYY in London or on the Isle of Wight
Alwyn kept a journal which has been published under the title" Ariel to Miranda" (in the
magazine Adam). This notes not only his work on the third symphony, but also his other
pursuits, his reactions as a family man, in fact everything which contributes to the work of
art that a creator is making at the time. I am not aware that any other composer in history
has published such a document. I cannot possibly summarise it here, though it has
explained the symphony and its composer to me with unforgettable vividness, and readers
are recommended to find and read a copy. They will not miss the impress of Alwyn's third
symphony if they cannot do so; it is a powerful symphony and communicates directly in
intelligible however subtle terms.

Alwyn was a modern romantic artist. His music can instantly be related to that of
romantic composers from Schumann (or Beethoven) to Vaughan Williams (or Richard
Strauss), though his is a completely personal language and in the third symphony at least,
works by its own unprecedented methods. Commissioned by the BBC and dedicated to the
then controller of music, Richard Howgill, it had its first performance in October 1956,
when it was conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham. British musical life then was
fundamentally backward-looking, and Alwyn's symphony, elaborated in original, decidedly
forward-looking terms, made little impression at the time. In Mahler's phrase, its time was
yet to come.

The three movements are compact. They argue material that is diverse yet based on
a single set of premises, an eight-note scale of C-D flat-E flat-F sharp-G-A-B flat-B. Hans
Keller, in his programme note for the first performance, noted that the second movement is
built out of a four-note figure: D-E-F-A flat, thus completing a 12-note series. Since the
harmony of the whole symphony is audibly influenced by these two sets of notes, he
concluded that Alwyn's third symphony was a tonal 12-note work. So, in a sense, it is; but
the strange, compelling four-note figure of the Adagio is contained within the exotic scale of
the first movement, as G-A-B flat-D flat, which is why, when the second movement begins,
its tunes and harmony are already perfectly familiar and relevant.

The beauty of this scale is that, not only does it inspire many themes of strong
personal identity, but it includes a helpfully limited range of key-references. The finishing
point will be a solid E flat major, and this resplendent key is reached in the first movement
at a significant point. The movement began with a dynamic rhythm (common to all three
movements through the inclusion, unmistakable and unforgetable, of what is called an
anapaest: short-short-long, like that words's pronunciation), then proposed a tuneful and
rhythmical version of the basic scale, then other related ideas, but the key centre was
changing all the time. At first it seemed to be in C minor, then B major, at one stage E flat
minor; all are relevant to the scale and its derived themes. Readers who don't understand
musical notation or key-relationship will still feel these shifts of fundamental emphasis as
an emotional experience in sound and time. They represent a quest for a solution which
arrives magisterially in the finale (E flat major triumphing over B major and a recalcitrant
E natural, an outsider which had wormed its way in).
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